Job Title: Investment Firm Summer Internship – Data Modeling and Developer

Organization Name: SF Based Investment Firm

Days/Hours & Duration of Job: Very Flexible, Minimum of 20 hours a week, Project expected to take 2-3 months but also flexible and depends on hours per week. Hourly rate of $20 per hour with additional bonus upon project completion. Potential for future work following project completion depending on performance. Hiring now, to start immediately.

Job Description:

Primarily MS Excel model building. Niche investment firm completing transition to new data feeds needs experienced excel user to help refine, update and build internal excel models which run off outside data feeds. Most will be fairly routine excel work, some moderate vba macro building as well as some integration with SQL database will be done. Conditional formatting, advanced charting, lookup, match(), offset(), complex formula/function building, pivot tables, dynamic charting, etc will all be necessary. Firm has SQL expertise already so individuals’ SQL experience is not necessary but would be appreciated. Some basic business and accounting knowledge is strong bonus but also not required. Very laid back work environment. Willingness to learn and for the individual to creatively “get it done” on their own is more important than raw skill or experience.

Job will work best for current computer science or business undergrad looking for summer internship to build experience and reference, to then return to school at end of Summer, but open to anyone with interest and relevant skill set.

Interview: will consist of basic excel model building within specified timeframe.

Application Instructions:

Please email your relevant experience or resume along with a few days/times you are free to talk so we can schedule an introduction.

SCMprogrammer1@gmail.com